NOCTURNAL FLOW DYNAMICS AND PRESSURE-DRIVEN CHANNELING IN A DEEP VALLEY
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Abstract: This paper analyzes the nighttime flow dynamics and heat budget in a deep valley, California’s Owens Valley, under weak to moderate synoptic forcing. Measurements from the Terrain-Induced Rotor Experiment (T-REX) reveal a pronounced valley-wind system with often non-classical flow structure. Here we focus on one particular event which was characterized by a mid-level layer of up-valley (southerly) flow between the low-level nocturnal down-valley flow and the synoptic north-westerly flow aloft. This layer of up-valley flow first occurred at about 8 UTC, or midnight local time, at thereafter steadily increased in depth and strength. Our analysis is based on the T-REX measurement data and the output of high-resolution large-eddy simulations using the Advanced Regional Prediction System (ARPS). The ARPS output data are used to calculate the along-valley pressure gradient and the components of the heat budget of the valley atmosphere. The analysis shows that the mid-level up-valley flow is due to pressure-driven channeling overcoming the thermal forcing. Analysis of the heat budget shows that potential temperature advection is a dominant cooling factor during the evening transition and the onset of the main down-valley flow, but that turbulent heat flux divergence and radiation flux divergence are of comparable magnitude later on during the night.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Valley and slope winds are an integral part of the mountain boundary layer. On the one hand, they may strongly modify the exchange fluxes between the land surface and the free atmosphere (Weigel et al., 2007). On the other hand, they may change the turbulence structure itself and, for example, suppress the growth of the mixed layer over the valley floor (Weigel et al., 2006). They also have a large influence on the nocturnal boundary layer over complex terrain (e.g. Monti et al., 2002). While the canonical properties of these flows are by now well established (Whiteman, 1990), their interactions with the larger-scale synoptic forcings are less well understood.

Observations of the Owens Valley wind system during the recent Terrain-induced Rotors Experiment (T-REX, held 1 March - 30 April 2006, near Independence in California) revealed frequent non-classical flow structure. One particular event, T-REX EOP 2, is the topic of this contribution. EOP 2 is characterized by the passage of a weak short-wave high-pressure ridge and the presence of some high cirrus clouds. Initially, a down-valley wind developed as expected. However, around midnight local time an elevated layer of weak southerly up-valley flow appeared at 3000 – 3500 m between the low-level down-valley flow and the upper-level north-westerly flow. This layer of up-valley flow steadily increased in strength and depth throughout the night until it eventually merged with the daytime up-valley flow. Our goal is to use large-eddy simulations of the flow in Owens Valley to investigate the mechanisms leading to this layered structure, and more generally to investigate the specific characteristics of the Owens Valley valley wind system.

2. SIMULATION SETUP

ARPS is applied in a one-way nesting mode, forced by the NAM analysis and nested down to 350 m horizontal resolution. The setup is similar to that of Chow et al. (2006) and Weigel et al. (2006). Key simulation parameters of each grid level are listed in Table 1. The topography for the coarser (finer) two grids was obtained from the USGS 30 (3) arc second topography dataset.

For surface characteristics we use the standard ARPS soil types and vegetation type classes. The 1 km soil type dataset is based on the state soil geographic (STATSGO) database, the 1 km vegetation type and NDVI datasets are based on the 1 km USGS North American datasets. From this input datasets ARPS derives the leaf...
Table 1: Simulation parameters for the four grids.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(nx, ny, nz)</th>
<th>Δh</th>
<th>Δz_{min}/Δz_{avg}</th>
<th>Δt/Δτ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(135,135,53)</td>
<td>9 km</td>
<td>50/500 m</td>
<td>10/10 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(135,135,53)</td>
<td>3 km</td>
<td>50/500 m</td>
<td>2/2 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(159,159,63)</td>
<td>1 km</td>
<td>40/400 m</td>
<td>1/1 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(159,159,71)</td>
<td>350 m</td>
<td>30/350 m</td>
<td>1/0.2 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

area index (LAI), surface roughness (z_{0}), and the vegetation fraction used by the land-surface soil-vegetation model.

Initial and boundary conditions required to drive the 9 km run were derived from NAM analyses obtained through NOMADS. Simulations were carried out for 42 hours beginning at 12 UTC on 29 March. Output was stored at hourly intervals and used to force the subsequent nested grid simulations.

The coarse-resolution (14 km) surface data from NAM was found to be inadequate for our simulations (for instance, there was snow down in Owens Valley in the analysis, although the observed snowline was somewhere between 2500 and 3000 m). Therefore we initialized the simulations as follows: Soil temperature for all grids was set equal to the near-surface temperature, soil moisture was set to a constant soil saturation rate of 20%, and the snow cover was set to zero.

For the physical parameterizations standard ARPS options were used (Xue et al., 2001); a 1.5-order TKE turbulence closure model to represent turbulent mixing (Deardorff, 1980), stability and roughness-length dependent surface fluxes (Businger et al., 1971; Byun, 1990), a force-restore two-layer soil-vegetation model based on Noilhan and Planton (1989), and a sophisticated radiation package developed at NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center.
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Figure 1: Time-height plot of wind direction (barbs), wind velocity (color) and potential temperature (contour lines) at the MISS Manzanar site for the wind profiler (a, left panel) and the model simulation (b, right panel).

3. FLOW STRUCTURE AND MODEL EVALUATION

From the wind profiler the following picture of the flow structure and evolution in Owens Valley can be deduced. During most of the day of the 29th the winds in the valley are weak (2-4 m/s, not shown). During the nighttime a persistent downvalley flow develops at the Manzanar site (as shown in Fig 1a). The speed of the flow is typically about 4 m/s, with a peak strength of 8-10 m/s around 6 UTC. The depth of the downvalley flow layer is reduced from more than 1 km during the early night hours to less than a few hundred meters by sunrise.
Starting as early as 9 UTC a layer of southerly up-valley flow develops at higher elevations within the valley atmosphere (around 3000 m MSL), and increases in depth and strength throughout the night. Above ridge level the wind increases in strength and turns to westerly.

Our simulations with ARPS are able to reproduce the main observed features. Figure 1 shows a comparison of the observed and simulated evolution of the valley flow at the Manzanar site during the night and the following day (until 4 pm PST). The three-layer structure with the downward propagation of the southerly flow layer is clearly reproduced. While the strength of the southerly flow is captured very well, the strength of the katabatic downvalley flow is somewhat overestimated by the model and its depth is slightly underestimated.

4. VALLEY-FLOW DYNAMICS

What is causing the layered structure? Our hypothesis is that the layering is the result of pressure-driven channeling interacting with local thermal forcing. Pressure-driven channeling refers to a valley wind forced by the component of the geostrophic pressure gradient along the valley's axis (Fiedler, 1983; Whiteman and Doran, 1993). In order to test this hypothesis a simulation with no radiation and no surface heat fluxes (NORAD) was carried out. Fig. 2 compares the result from NORAD with the reference simulation (REF). While the flow for NORAD and REF is very similar above about 2.5 km, there is no down-valley jet in the NORAD simulation. This experiment clearly demonstrates that the mid-level up-valley flow is due to large-scale forcing, while the low-level down-valley flow is the result of local thermal forcing.

![Figure 2: Along-valley wind component and potential temperature in an east-west valley cross section near Independence at 14 UTC (6 am local time) for REF (a, left panel) and NORAD (b, right panel).](image)

The driving force for the along-valley wind is the horizontal along-valley pressure gradient. How is this pressure gradient related to the thermal forcing? Assuming that the flow is quasi-hydrostatic, the pressure gradient at an arbitrary level

$$\frac{1}{\rho_0} \frac{\partial p}{\partial x} = \frac{1}{\rho_0} \frac{\partial p_{\text{ref}}}{\partial x} + \frac{gh}{\theta_0} \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial x}$$

is given by the sum of the pressure gradient at some reference level and the horizontal gradient of the vertically integrated potential temperature deficit between the two levels (e.g. Mahrt, 1982). Fig. 3, which depicts the along-valley variation of pressure in the low- and mid-level flow layer, confirms that the valley flow is quasi-hydrostatic (good agreement between the solid and dashed curve). Furthermore it can be seen that the mid-level pressure gradient increases in strength between 8 and 14 UTC while the low-level pressure gradient decreases.
Figure 3: Along-valley variation of pressure at the center of the up-valley flow layer (2600 m) and at the center of the down-valley flow layer (1400 m) at 8 UTC (a, left panel) and 14 UTC (b, right panel). The abscissa denotes the north-south model coordinate from Owens Lake in the south ($y = 35$) to Bishop in the north ($y = 140$). The dashed line denotes the low-level pressure reconstructed from the mid-level pressure and the potential temperature deficit between the two levels.

in strength and is close to zero at 14 UTC. This explains the gradual increase in strength and depth of the mid-level up-valley flow layer.

Extending our analysis to the valley heat budget, we will further elaborate on the mechanisms leading to the specific characteristics of the Owens Valley wind system.
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